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What is phonics?  

Words are made up of small units of sound called phonemes. When we write down 

the letters or letter groups which make up a phoneme – we call these graphemes. 

There are 26 letters of the alphabet but 44 different phonemes and over 100 

ways to spell them! 

There can be more than one way to spell a phoneme. For example, the phoneme 

‘ay’ is spelt differently in each of the words ‘way’, ‘make’, ‘fail’, ‘great’, ‘sleigh’ and 

‘lady’. 

Phonics teaches children to be able to listen carefully and identify the phonemes 

that make up each word. This helps children to learn to read words and to spell 

words. 

 

 

What does your child already know?  

Typically children begin to develop the listening skills essential to phonics in 

preschool.  

This is often listening to different types of sounds including everyday noises and 

experimenting with musical instruments.  

Your child may know some sounds in their name or be able to tell you what sound 

some of their favourite things begin with. E.g. ‘c’ for cat.  

They may also recognise some letters in their environment such as on sign posts.  

Some children begin to learn letter sounds in preschool but most children will 

begin their main phonics learning once they begin their reception year at primary 

school (age 4-5).  

 

 

 

 

 



Development in Reading and Writing 

Over the course of the reception year, your child will develop their skills in the 

following areas while working towards their early learning goals: 

 

Reading: 

 

 

Writing: 

 

 



What will your child be learning? 

Your child will have a 20 minute phonics lesson every day.  

This involves learning letter sounds (phonemes) and letter shapes (graphemes), 

hearing and saying the sounds in words in the correct order as well as being well 

on the way to being able to read and write the 44 phonemes (sounds) in the English 

language.  

At Rufforth, we follow the Government publication Letters and Sounds and 

incorporate elements of Jolly Phonics actions which some of your children may 

have started at nursery or pre-school.  

Once your child has learnt some of the 44 phonemes they will be taught how to 

blend these together (put them together) to read simple words. 

They will also be taught to segment words (break up a word into its constituent 

sounds) in order to spell them. 

 

Learning the letter sounds 

Letter sounds are grouped and are not taught in alphabetical order. The first 

group (s, a, t, i, p, n) has been chosen because they make more simple three letter 

words than any other six letters. 

Some phonemes are represented by two letters, such as sh in the word ship. 

These are called digraphs. 

Some phonemes are represented by three letters, such as igh in the word night. 

These are called trigraphs. 

We also use Jolly Phonics actions for each sound which help the children to 

remember the letter(s) that represent it.  

 

Blending 

Blending is the process of saying the individual sounds in a word and then running 

them together to make the word. For example, sounding out d-o-g for dog.  

To practice this at home, start by sounding out a simple word and see if your child 

can hear it (eg. c-a-t). This can be tricky to master and some children take a little 

longer than others to hear this. 



Children should also sound out a digraph (sh), not the individual letters ( s - h ). 

With practice they will be able to blend the digraph as one sound in a word. So, a 

word like rain should be sounded out r-ai-n, and feet as f-ee-t. This is difficult 

to begin with and takes practice. 

 

Tricky Words 

Some words have an irregular spelling and cannot be read by blending, such as the 

words to, go, was, etc. These are called the ‘tricky words’ and the children will 

learn to recognise the ‘tricky’ part of each word to read them and spell them. 

 

Identifying Sounds in Words 

The easiest way to know how to spell a word is to listen for the sounds in that 

word.  

Even with the tricky words an understanding of letter sounds can help.  

Start by having your child listen for the first sound in a word. Games like I-Spy 

are ideal for this. Next try listening for the end sounds, as the middle sound of 

a word is the hardest to hear.  

Begin with simple three-letter words such as ‘cat’ or ‘hot’. A good idea is to say a 

word and tap out the sounds. Three taps means three sounds. Say each sound as 

you tap.  

Take care with digraphs. The word fish, for example, has four letters but only 

three sounds, f-i-sh. Rhyming games and poems also help tune the ears to the 

sounds in words. 

 

Phonics Programme in Reception 

After recapping Phase 1 of the Letters and Sounds Programme, we move on to 

Phase 2 in the first half term of Autumn. We will also continue to embed Phase 1 

alongside Phase 2 with children requiring additional support in this area. 

 

 



 

Phase 2 

In Phase 2, the following graphemes and their corresponding phonemes are 

introduced one at a time.  

 

 

 
 

 

Children then use their knowledge of the letter sounds to blend and sound out 

words. They will also start learning to segment words in order to write them 

down. 

When children begin to segment to spell they will often use the wrong spelling of 

phonemes, for example ‘I luv yoo’ or ‘Migh naym is…’. This is not a problem, as the 

key skill at this stage is that they can hear the sounds in the words and have a go 

at writing them down. 

 

In Phase 2 we teach the children to read the following tricky words: 

the, to, I, no, go, into 

Children learn the letter names of each sound using alphabet songs and games. 

 

 



Phase 3 

As the children move on to Phase 3, they will already be able to blend and segment 

words containing the 19 letters taught in Phase 2. 

The following 25 new graphemes (and their corresponding phonemes) are 

introduced one at a time: 

 

 

 

In Phase 3 we teach the children to read the following tricky words: 

he, she, we, me, be, was, my, you, they, her, all, are. 

We also teach the children to spell the tricky words - the, to, no, go. 

 

 

By the end of Reception 

By the end of reception our aim is that all of the children are secure in their 

Phase 3 phonics. This means that they will be able to independently read and 

write words using their phase 3 knowledge. 

Some children will be ready to progress to phase 4. Children who are not ready 

for phase 4 will work with adults on securing their knowledge of phase 3 

phonics. 

 

 



Phase 4 

In Phase 4, the children do not learn any new sounds. Instead they learn about 

adjacent consonants.  

Adjacent consonants are two sounds that often come together in words and can 

easily be missed out by young readers and writers.  

We teach children to read the following the tricky words 

said, so, have, like, some, come, were, there, little, one, do, when, out, what. 

 

 

 

Reading Books 

Over the next few weeks, your child will start to bring home a reading book and 

will be allocated books on their Bug Club account.  

For children developing their sound recognition and blending skills these first 

books will have no words so that your child can learn to use the pictures to tell a 

story. This is an important phase of learning to read.  

Please encourage your child to talk about the books in sentences. Once your child 

is able to use pictures to tell the story and is beginning to recognise a large 

proportion of the sounds and blend them together they will move on to books with 

words.  



Helping your child at home 

Here are some ways you can help your child at home with their phonics: 

Pronunciation 

Help your children to pronounce their phonemes correctly. This You Tube video 

provides a demonstration on how to say each letter sound 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJx1NSineE 

 

Useful resources 

 
We use the following Jolly Phonics actions for each sound which help the children 

to remember the letter(s) that represent it.  

The Actions: 

s Weave hand in an s shape, like a snake, and say sssss. 

a Wiggle fingers above elbow as if ants crawling on a you and say a, a, a. 

t Turn head from side to side as if watching tennis t and say t, t, t. 

p  Pretend to puff out candles and say p, p, p. p 

i Pretend to be a mouse by wriggling fingers at end of noise and squeak i, i, i. 

n  Make a noise, as if you are a plane – hold arms out and say nnnnnn 

c k Raise hands and snap fingers as if playing castanets and say ck, ck, ck. 

e Pretend to tap an egg on the side of a pan and crack it into the pan, saying 

eh, eh, eh. 

h Hold hand in front of mouth panting as if you are shaking out of breath and 

say h, h, h 

r Pretend to be a puppy holding a piece of rag, shaking head from side to side, 

and say rrrrrr. 

m Rub tummy as if seeing tasty food and say mmmmmm.  

d Beat hands up and down as if playing a drum and s d ay d, d, d. 

g Spiral hand down, as if water going down the drain, and say g, g, g. 

o  Pretend to turn light switch on and off and say o o , o, o, o. 

u Pretend to be putting up an umbrella and say u, u u , u. 

l Pretend to lick a lollipop and say l, l, l, l, l, l l. 

f  Let hands gently come together as if toy fish deflating, and say f, f, f, f, 

b  Pretend to hit a ball with a bat and say b, b, b. b 

ai Cup hand over ear and say ai, ai, ai ai 

oa Bring hand over mouth as if you have done something wrong and say oh! 

ie Stand to attention and salute, saying ie ie. ie 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwJx1NSineE


Ee 

or 

Put hands on head as if ears on a donkey and ee or say eeyore, eeyore 

z z Put arms out at sides and pretend to be a bee, saying zzzzzz. 

w Blow on to open hand, as if you are the wind, and say wh, wh, wh. 

ng Imagine you are a weightlifter, and pretend to lift a heavy weight above your 

head, saying - ng 

v Pretend to be holding the steering wheel of a van v and say vvvvvv. 

oo 

OO 

Move head back and forth as if it is the cuck oo OO oo in a cuckoo clock, 

saying u, oo; u, oo (Little and long oo) 

y Pretend to be eating a yoghurt and say y, y, y. y 

x  Pretend to take an x-ray of someone with an x-ray x gun and say ks, ks, ks. 

ch Move arms at sides as if you are a train and say ch ch, ch, ch. 

sh Place index finger of lips and say sh sh sh. sh 

th Pretend to be naughty clowns and stick out tongue a little for the th, and 

further for the th sounds (this and thumb). 

qu Make a duck´s beak with your hands and say qu, qu qu  

ou Pretend your finger is a needle and prick thumb saying ou, ou, ou. 

oi Cup hands around mouth and shout to another boat saying oi! Ship ahoy! 

ue Point to people around you and say you, you, you 

er Roll hands over each other like a mixer and say er er er er. 

ar Open mouth wide and say ah.  

 

 

http://www.letters-and-sounds.com 

 

http://www.phonicsplay.co.uk 

 

http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/
http://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

